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Experiment

Systematics control

Experim. strategies

Theory

Model Building

Which flavor of DE?

Phenomenology

Parametrizations

Statistical methods

Cosmo Probes

SNe Ia, Weak Lensing

CMB, BAO, clusters

?

What next for Dark Energy?
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• The data are now consistent with LCDM, but that may change

• If so, what observational strategies do we use to determine 
which violation of Occam’s Razor has the nature served us?

• Possible alternatives: 

• w(z) 

• early DE 

• curvature != 0

• clustered DE

• modified gravity

• more than one of the above

• ......

We really need - a decision tree

Subject of this work 



Data and modeling of DE
Assumed “data”:
1. SNAP 2000 SNe, 0.1<z<1.7 
     (plus 300 low-z SNe); 

 converted into distances
2. Planck info on Ωmh2 and DA(zrec)
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Cosmological Functions

Expansion Rate (BAO):

H(z) = H0

!
!M(1 + z)3 + !DE
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Distance (SN, BAO, CMB):

Growth (WL, clusters):
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Cosmological Functions



Modeling of DE
Modeling of low-z w(z):
Principal Components

500 bins (so 500 PCs)
0.03<z<1.7

We use first ~15 PCs;
(results converge 10→15)



Findings of the
Joint Dark Energy Mission

Figure of Merit Science Working Group

Andreas Albrecht, Luca Amendola, Gary Bernstein, Douglas Clowe, Daniel Eisenstein,
Luigi Guzzo, Christopher Hirata, Dragan Huterer, Robert Kirshner, Edward Kolb, Robert Nichol

(Dated: Dec 7, 2008)

These are the findings of the Joint Dark Energy Mission (JDEM) Figure of Merit (FoM) Science
Working Group (SWG), the FoMSWG. JDEM is a space mission planned by NASA and the DOE
for launch in the 2016 time frame. The primary mission is to explore the nature of dark energy. In
planning such a mission, it is necessary to have some idea of knowledge of dark energy in 2016, and
a way to quantify the performance of the mission. In this paper we discuss these issues.

I. THE UNKNOWN NATURE OF DARK ENERGY

The discovery that the universe is expanding with an ever-increasing velocity is now a decade old, yet there is
no compelling theoretical explanation. We have a cosmological standard model, called !CDM, that seems capable
of accounting for (at least in principle) all cosmological observations, including the apparent acceleration. But it is
sobering to note that in !CDM as much as 95% of the present mass-energy of the universe is not understood, with
only 5% of the present mass-energy in the form of “stu"” we understand (baryons, radiation, neutrinos). The rest of
the present mass-energy of the universe is assumed to be dark: about 30% in the form of dark matter providing the
bulk of the gravitational binding energy of galaxies, galaxy clusters, and other large-scale structure, and about 70%
in the form of dark energy driving the present expansion of the universe. Both dark matter and dark energy point to
physics beyond the standard models of gravity or particle physics.

This paper is concerned with dark energy [1], the primum mobile for the present accelerated expansion of the
universe.

While !CDM seems capable of accounting for all observations, the aim of cosmology is not simply to find a model
that describes the observations, but rather to find one that agrees with observations and is also grounded in physical
reality.1 The most important task ahead is to discover the nature of the dark universe, in particular, dark energy.

To date, all indications of dark energy come from measuring the time evolution of the expansion history of the
universe. In the standard Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) cosmology, the expansion rate as a function
of the scale factor a is given by the Friedmann equation2
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0
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In this expression #i is the present fraction of the critical density, !C = 3H2
0/8"G, in the form of component i;

e.g., radiation (R), matter (M), curvature (k) and dark energy (DE). The parameter H0 is the present value of the
expansion rate of the universe (Hubble’s constant). Finally, w(a) is the ratio of the pressure to the energy density for
dark energy, w(a) = p(a)/!(a). If dark energy is Einstein’s cosmological constant, w(a) = !1.

In framing the question of the nature of dark energy, it is useful to start with something that doesn’t work: It
is clear from the observations that the Einstein–de Sitter cosmological model (a spatially flat, matter-dominated,
FLRW model) does not describe the recent expansion history of the universe. In FLRW models the Friedmann
equation follows directly from the 0! 0 component of the Einstein equations, so the fact that the Einstein–de Sitter
model fails can be expressed as

G00(spatially flat FLRW) "= 8"GT00(matter). (2)

There are two generally orthogonal directions in explaining the observations. The first direction is to assume there
is, in addition to matter and radiation, a new type of “negative pressure” component to the energy density of the
universe that would be added to the right-hand-side of Eq. (2). The other direction is modify the left-hand side of

1 Cosmological models that describe observations but are not grounded in physical reality have been found in the past, but have been
rejected in favor of models based on the laws of nature (see, e.g., [2]).

2 The scale factor a is normalized to unity at present. It is related to the redshift z by 1 + z = 1/a.

Not too dissimilar from parametrization employed in...

arXiv:0901:0721
http://jdem.gsfc.nasa.gov/fomswg.html
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Modeling of Early DE

!DE(z > zmax) = !DE(zmax)
!

1 + z

1 + zmax

"3(1+w!)

•ΩDE(zrec)  <0.03 (CMB peaks; Doran, Robbers & Wetterich 2007)
•ΩDE(zBBN)<0.05 (BBN; Bean, Hansen & Melchiorri 2001)

Early DE - current constraints



1. Start with the parameter set:
!M,!K,H0, w(z), w!

3. Employ the likelihood machine:
Markov Chain Monte Carlo likelihood calculation, 
~15-20 parameters constrained

2. Use the future data:
SNAP SNe data converted into distances 
Planck CMB data as a distance, and its ΩMh2

also use H0, DBAO(z=0.35), and weak w(z) priors
everything centered on LCDM

4. Compute predictions for D(z), G(z), H(z)
Read off these functions directly from the chains

Procedure



Structure of graphs to follow!"#$%&'%()*+,"(-+.%*'/)&#*

Sketch by M. Mortonson

Prediction on observable
 by SNe+CMB

Pivot

Max extent of
SN data



Structure of graphs to follow

Sketch by M. Mortonson
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LCDM predictions



LCDM predictions 
(flat or curved)

D, G to <1% everywhere
H(z=1) to 0.1% for flat LCDM 

Grey: flat
Blue: curved



Quintessence (-1<w(z)<1) predictions



Quintessence 
predictions 

flat, no Early DE

>>1 effective dof, so
“waist” at z=1 disappears



Quintessence 
predictions 

flat, with Early DE

Smoking Gun:
Uniform suppression in G



Quintessence 
predictions 

with curvature, no EDE

Smoking Gun:
1. Shift in G0

2. Negative const offset in D



Quintessence 
predictions

with curvature and EDE

Smoking Gun:
Large negative deviation in G

Note even in this general class, 
firm predictions: e.g.,

G and D can’t be >> LCDM value



Smooth DE (-5<w(z)<3) predictions



Smooth DE 
predictions 

flat, no Early DE



Smooth DE with curvature and/or Early DE



Modified Gravity

G(a) = exp
!" a

0
d ln a! [!!
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Conclusions
• Combined distance + growth data can falsify whole classes of 

dark energy models

LCDM

Quintessence (scalar field)

Smooth DE models

(modified gravity)

• Upcoming SN + Planck observations will impose strong 
predictions on growth and distance observables (1% in many 
interesting cases)

• Even in more general cases (e.g. smooth DE), stringent 
predictions from SNe+CMB that can be verified with BAO, 
WL, Cluster data



Examples of SNAP+Planck predictions

➡ Flat LCDM: 

• D(z), G(z) to 1% everywhere

• H(z=1) to 0.1%

•γto 0.1% at all z

➡ Quintessence - with/out curvature or early DE

• D(z), G(z) to <5%; one-sided deviations

➡ Smooth dark energy - with/out curvature or early DE:  

• Tight consistency relations (e.g. G(z=1) vs. G(z=1.7))

➡ General Relativity

•γto 5% (~0.02) even with arbitrary w(z)


